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Hidden in the shadowy caves and caverns of the Scottish Highlands, secret vampire clans wage

dark battles both deadly and passionate. . ."Dark Embrace" by Hannah HowellWhile searching for

his clan's demon Lost Ones, Raibeart MacNachton encounters an ethereal beauty running for her

life. The decision to play hero is easy; fighting the urge to ravish the enchanting Una Dunn is more

difficult--especially when Raibeart learns they share a powerful connection.  "The Guardian" by

Michele SinclairThe immortal Dorian vows never to fall in love with a mere human--until he meets

the beguiling, arousing, Moirae Deincourt. She stirs a longing in Dorian that he dares not quench.

But when Moirae's life is put in danger, her true nature is revealed--and the lust that rages between

them can no longer be controlled. . . "A Knight Beyond Black" by Jackie IvieVampire Iain Duncan

MacAvee has stepped forward to claim the woman he betrothed years ago--only to learn that the

tempting Lady Tira knows nothing of the engagement. Though Tira feigns disinterest, the Duke's

animal-like charisma has unleashed her most carnal desires--a hunger only Iain can satisfy. . .
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Each author gives their own unique twist to exactly what makes a vampire a vampire. Each story is

entertaining because of these differences. Anyone who likes vampire heroes will like these stories.

Once again, Hanna Howell has hit a highth in her storie's about the MacNachton's clan that I just

can say enough to express the love & have for this clan & the on going soga of the fight that they

are fighting to find their own people that have scatered all across Soctland & bring them home. I'm

just started the 3rd story in this book & so far I like who it's begining. The 2nd story "A knight beyond

black" by Jackie Ivie, I wasn't overly impressed with the ending. I'm not certian if it is because there

is another story to come. but the ending was very abrutt & left me hanging there say to myself

"What!!! what just happened & where is the end." it just stopped & I felt 'cut off' hanging there.

However because it has a fantastic story about "Raibeart MacNachton & him finding his true mate!

His true other half. as Ive alway's sid it will be in my librairy & read again many times over. Once

again Thank you Hanna for your brillant stories about this clan. I also have to say that I think that

one of the biggest things that I'm doing in my own life at this time, is looking & searching for my

mate. That perfect fit in a mate. Hanna's books give me true hope that I will achieve just that. I WILL

find my perfect mate. Thank you again. Sf in Westminstr, Co.

I read a lot of anthologies over the years and very rarely do I like all the stories, but this one was

that rare book! All three books featured vampires of some sort and all three had happy endings.

This books is one of my keepers and I have reread the stories more than once. These ladies do an

awesome job combining historical and paranormal romance!Dark Embrace by Hannah Howell is

part of her MacNachton Vampires series and is as wonderful as the rest of the stories. It can be

read as a stand-alone, but much more exciting when read in order.A Knight Beyond Black by Jackie

Ivie is funny and steamy. This was her first venture into paranormal romance and it was a great

start.The Guardian by Michele Sinclair is a different take on vampires and there are a lot of

questions raised that weren't answered, but it still was a very satisfying read.

As a big fan of Michele Sinclair's work I was so excited to find a new story and characters from her. I

love her McTiernay Brothers series and my absolute favorite book of hers is 'The Christmas Knight'.

Her 'Guardian' story was by far the best of the three and I've heard that she is starting a new series

to expand on Moirae and Dorian. This isn't your typical Highland romance which makes it so much

more interesting. Read 'The Guardian" first!



Anyone who loves a mystery and romance will love this book. I found a surprise in this book it was 3

stories instead of one. Each one kept me so interested I could not put it down. I love Hannah Howell

novels but I received a chance to read others as well. It not just a vampire story it brings them you

can't help but love these characters in the book I can't wait to find out if she continues to write about

these people in the future.

As all ways when I read your books I am never disappointed, feeling as if I were their with them, so

intense and keeps you reading not wanting to stop till you finish then wish it never did thanks for the

read

First and third stories were quite good. Second story seemed to be missing half leaving it confusing

and feeling forced

I did not enjoy it too much. Too far fetched.
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